Abstract. Thermal strain is one of the factors causing additional stresses in a composite structure. It is necessary to calculate the coefficient of thermal expansion in evaluating thermal strains. According to the research, concrete is a material consisting of three phases: aggregate, interfacial transition zone (ITZ) and cement paste. The article presents the technique which enables the estimation of the thermal expansion coefficient of the mortar consisting of various aggregate fractions and covered with ITZ layer. A parametric study of various JTZ layer characteristics influencing the coefficient of thermal expansion has been carried out in the present paper. It has been determined that dry mortar or concrete could be treated as a material consisting of two components. While evaluating moist mortar or concrete it is necessary to take into account the depth of the ITZ the bulk modulus and the coefficient of thermal expansion.
Introduction
In most building structures the restrained strains can be observed. Temperature variation can cause stresses exceeding the ultimate strength of the material. This may lead to the formation of various flaws in structures, ie cracking of plaster layers [1] [2] [3] [4] in a building as well as of the walls themselves [3] . To calculate the stresses caused by thermal strains, the coefficient of thermal expansion of the material (a) should be known.
The coefficient a for mortars and concretes is usually found by testing. A test aimed to detennine the influence of various factors on the coefficient of thermal expansion is carried out according to a particular design. However, this method has some drawbacks. It is well known that a of the mortar depends not only on its constituent parts, their amount and properties but on mortar microstructure and interaction of the particular fractions as well. The application of an experimental technique can hardly help determine the role of all the factors involved.
An alternative approach to determining a of the mortar is based on the theory of composites [5-1 0] . This method is more advanced because it allows us to determine analytically the amount of the component materials, their properties as well as the effect of mortar porosity and microstructure on the value of a.
Based on the above theory, mortar is usually assumed to be a two-component material consisting of matrix, ie cement rock, and aggregate. However, the tests [6] [7] [8] have shown that a layer of cement rock is formed around any aggregate, with its main properties different from those of the matrix. In some papers [5, 11 ] , this layer is referred to as interfacial transition zone (ITZ). It has been shown [5, [12] [13] [14] that ITZ can considerably affect physical and mechanical properties of mortar. Analytic and experimental research conducted has shown that in terms of the modulus of elasticity, shrinkage, permeability of liquids and gases, concrete or mortar can hardly be considered a material consisting merely of such components as aggregate and cement rock. The effect of ITZ should also be taken into account. However, the data on the influence of this zone on a of the material is very scarce.
Therefore, in the present investigation a four-phase model [8] for calculating thermal strains of concrete and mortar based on ITZ, matrix and the respective equivalent environment has been accepted.
A geometric model of concrete and mortar microstructure
As we know, concrete and mortar are not structurally homogeneous. The porosity of ITZ surrounding the aggregate may be either higher or lower than the matrix porosity [14] . This difference diminishes proportionally to the distance of the material from the aggregate surface, being eliminated when ITZ porosity finally reaches matrix porosity [11] [12] [13] . In Portland cement concrete and mortar, a non-homogeneous layer of Ca(OH)o crystals is formed around the aggregate. In this case, -ITZ has a higher conce~tration of Ca(OH) 2 crystals and a lower gel concentratiOn as well as a higher porosity and a lower hydrated cement [11] [12] [13] . For the sake of calculation simplification it is assumed that the aggregate particles are of a regular spherical shape, the properties of ITZ do not vary throughout the layer and the granules of aggregate do not interact. Further, three phases of mortar, ie cement rock or matrix, ITZ and aggregates will be considered (Fig I) .
Analytic equations for calculating the coefficient of thermal expansion
A formula suggested in [5] for calculating the coefficient a allows us to do calculations for any number of coats. However, it may be applied only for a small amount of aggregate (0, 1-0,2 parts by volume), while in actual concrete or mortar aggregate makes 40-85 %. Therefore, this technique is not applicable. For similar reasons [6, 7] , other methods suggested for calculations are not suitable either. One of the above methods is based on the relationships between bulk modulus and thermal expansion coefficient for considerably larger amount of aggregate in mortar or concrete [8] , since the effect of the matrix bulk on the bulk modulus and a of mortar is to be assessed. However, the calculation technique suggested in [8] may be applied only to mortar with aggregate particles of uniform size. The calculating method suggested here can evaluate the effect of various size aggregate on the thermal expansion coefficient of mortar or concrete.
The whole bulk of mortar or concrete may be divided into parts, the number of which is equal to that of various fractions found in the particular type of aggregate. For any fraction, the size of aggregate is assumed to be constant. Then, the bulk modulus of the i-th part of mortar corresponding to the i-th fraction of aggregate may be calculated (based on [8] ) from the formulas given below: 
The thermal expansion coefficient of aggregate plus ITZ is as follows:
Kp.i Km (4) here am, ait:' aa, amrt.i' ap.i are thermal expansion coefficients of matrix, ITZ, aggregate, the i-th part of mortar volume and its aggregate plus ITZ, respectively. The analysis of formulas ( 1-4) has shown that the calculated value of a for the mortar parts depends both on the bulk modulus and a of the components and the relationship between the diameters of the aggregate and aggregate plus ITZ. Therefore, it should be known what part of the total volume of concrete or mortar falls at (corresponds to) an individual fraction. If a composite is made up of n fractions, vi is the i-th fraction of aggregate, while V/ is a part of mortar volume corresponding to the i-th aggregate fraction. Then it may be stated that the relationship between the i-th aggregate fraction and the sum of the rest fractions is equal to the relationship between the i-th part of mortar volume and the sum of the rest parts of mortar volume:
The equation (5) yields:
n Having solved (6) and equalised L Vj to I, since j=l the sum of the mortar volume parts is equal to I [9] , we obtain that the i-th aggregate fraction corresponding to the i-th mortar volume part is equal to:
here k. -coefficient obtained from equation (5).
I ,
Then, taking into account (5) and (7), the fractiOn of aggregate corresponding to the i-th part of mortar volume will be equal to: (8) In order to calculate the coefficient of thennal expansion by the formulas ( 1-4 ), we should know the part of volume corresponding to ITZ. In literature, two methods [5, 15] of determining the volume part of ITZ can be found. According to (15) , the volume of ITZ may be calculated by multiplying the surface area of the aggregate by ITZ depth. However, in this case, the sum of the volume parts of ITZ ( Vi 1 ) and the sum of aggregate fractions ( V ) may be more than l. Therefore, this method of calculation is not sufficiently accurate and may be applied only if Va is small. The other technique described in [5] relies on the relationship between the part of the matrix volume and that of the voids, void radius and the depth of the coating around the voids derived by Lu and Torquato [ 16] . As shown in [ 17) , the relationship offered by Lu and Torquato [ 16] can accurately define the volume part of ITZ in a composite consisting of matrix and the coated voids. According to [5] , the volume part of ITZ of the i-th part of mortar may be obtained from the formula:
2 +girl)) (9) the coefficients:
here V . p. r. R -volume part of i-th mortar portion,
amount. of particles in volume part, ITZ depth and radius of aggregate, respectively. Then the volume part of the aggregate of the i-th mortar portion and ITZ will be equal to:
When the coefficient a has been calculated for all i-th mortar portions, the total a of the mortar may be calculated as an average value of two boundary cases referred to as the cases of Reuss and Voigt [9, thermal expansion coefficient, respectively.
Results and discussion
The depth of ITZ is not dependent upon the size of aggregate and W /C ratio, being rather dependent on the size of cement particles, hydration degree as well as on various admixtures in mortar [11] [12] [13] [14] . The W/C ratio determines the porosity gradient of ITZ [II, 13] . The lower the W/C ratio, the higher ITZ porosity gradient. With this in mind, a parametric test has been conducted by varying ITZ depth r, its bulk modulus Kit= and thermal expansion coefficient air=· As shown in [14] , the bulk modulus of ITZ may be in the range of 0,2£"'5, Eir=$ 5£"'.
According to [ 18] , the Poisson's ratio of cement rock is v = 0,25, being independent of W /C ratio, ie of the porosity as well. According to [ 19] , bulk modulus of cement rock, when v is constant, may be described in this way: 3 K=Ko(l-<P), ( 12) here <P-porosity and K 0 -bulk modulus of zero porosity cement rock. In various papers [20, 21] we can find that 20GPa 5o K 0 5o 69GPa. In the present investigation it is assumed that, for cement rock, K 0 = 30GPa, v = 0,25.
The depth of ITZ in Portland cement is about I 0-50 11m [9] . Various researchers [11] [12] [13] [14] indicate that ITZ porosity around the aggregate may be by about 24 % higher than that of the matrix. In the present analysis the matrix porosity is assumed to be 30 %, then K, = IOGPa and G = 6GPa. For dry hydrated cement rock, ie ma-
• The porosity of ITZ is 45 %, with its bulk modulus Kit== 5GPa and Git= = 3GPa. For aggregate it may be Ka = (20-60)GPa, depending on the type used, with the thermal expansion coefficient [22] equal to 5·1 0--{i CC)-
• A granulometric composition of the aggregate is shown in Fig 2. The calculations according to the model described have shown that the lower the diameter of the aggregate, the stronger the effect of ITZ (Fig 3) . It may be accounted for the fact that when the diameter of the aggregate is decreased, its total surface area is increased as well as the volume of ITZ. The effect of ITZ on the value of the coefficient a is getting weaker at a higher rate than the increase of the aggregate diameter.
This happens because the increase of Vit=' with respect to the size of aggregate, is subject to the law of
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Diameter of aggregate (mm) (9)]. The relationships given in Fig 3, 4 show that the increase of the bulk of aggregate causes the increase of the effect of ITZ depth on the thermal expansion coefficient of mortar. This may also be accounted for the fact that the increase of the aggregate bulk causes the increase of ITZ bulk.
As shown in Fig 4, when the relationship between the bulk moduli of aggregates and matrix varies, the depth of ITZ has practically no effect on the thermal expansion coefficient of mortar. This may be accounted for the fact that when the bulk modulus of matrix or aggre- gate changes, the effect of ITZ on the total bulk modulus of a composite remains practically the same, resulting in slight effect of ITZ on the thermal expansion coefficient. The above data also indicate that the influence of the depth of ITZ increases when the difference between the coefficient a of the matrix or aggregate and ITZ either increases or decreases. This can be explained by the dependence of the coefficient a of the aggregate with ITZ on the coefficient a of ITZ.
With the increase of the bulk modulus of ITZ, the effect of the thermal expansion coefficient varies (Fig 5) . At first, when the bulk modulus of ITZ is equal to zero, the coefficient a of mortar is equal to that of matrix, implying that the properties of aggregate have no effect on a of mortar. When the bulk modulus of ITZ sharply increases at the initial stage, with further slower increase, the effect of the coefficient a of aggregate on that of mortar increases (Fig 5) . When the ITZ bulk modulus continues to grow, the influence of the coefficient a of ITZ increases to such an extent that it exceeds the effect of the coefficient a of aggregate on that of mortar. With ITZ bulk modulus increasing further, the dependence of the mortar a on ITZ bulk modulus becomes, in fact, linear. With increasing bulk of aggregate, the effect of ITZ bulk modulus on the mortar a also grows, increasing more rapidly than in compositions with a small bulk of aggregate (Fig 5) . Moreover. when the difference between the coefficient a of ITZ and matrix becomes larger, ITZ has an influence on the coefficient a of mortar even when the value of Kito is lower (Fig 5) . When the depth of ITZ is the smallest, the properties of aggregate and matrix play more important role (Fig 5).   a) 10.0 .-----,..----,.---------. ,. Generalizing the testing results given in Figs 4, 5, it is possible to state that when the difference between the coefficient a of matrix or aggregate and ITZ grows, the influence of ITZ depth and bulk modulus on the coefficient a of mortar increases as well. The increase of ITZ depth also increases the influence of ITZ properties on the coefficient a of mortar.
The thermal expansion coefficient of fully hydrated dry Portland cement rock [23] a= 10·12
• According to [24] , the coefficient a of calcium hydrosilicate is a= 18·10-5 ( 0 C)-1 , while that of Ca(OH), is approximately equal to a=(l3-18)·10-{'( 0 C)- . Therefore, in calculating the coefficient a of dry mortars or concretes, the ITZ a may be assumed to be nearly equal to a of cement rock due to a higher concentration of Ca(OHh and non-hydrated cement minerals in it. For the materials with equal coefficients a of matrix and ITZ the effect of ITZ on a of the mortar may be neglected (because it is very slight). In this case, concrete or mortar may be considered a composite consisting of two components -matrix and aggregate. However, cement mortar or concrete are moist under normal conditions. In the interfacial transit zone of higher porosity the proportion of water is also higher. implying that the properties of water or ice have more influence on the value of ITZ coefficient a. For water at a temperature of l5°C a= 50·1 0-6 ( 0 C)-1 , while at the temperature t = 25°C, the coefficient a= 85·1 0-{' ( 0 C)-1 [26] . Bulk modulus of water K = 2,2GPa and shear modulus G = OGPa [26] . For ice a= 50·1 o-
, with the bulk modulus K = 8,4GPa and shear modulus G = 3, 7 GPa [20] . In the present test a water-saturated mortar with the matrix porosity of 30 %, ITZ-45 % and Ka = 35GPa was considered. Relying on the formulas presented in [27, 28] for calculating the bulk modulus of water-saturated rock and the coefficient a and assuming that water can not filter through the pores of cement rock, as well as using the technique described above, the dependence of the coefficient a of wet hardened mortar on ITZ depth under the above-zero temperature was detennined (Fig 6) . For sub-zero temperature, the bulk modulus of matrix and ITZ with the ice was calculated based on the well known Hashin-Shtrikman relationships by taking the average values, while a was obtained by using Levin's relationship [I 0]. The coefficient a of mortar was calculated by applying the technique described above (Fig 6) .
As we can see from the graphs, water content has a considerable effect on the coefficient a of mortar. The above coefficient of wet mortar or concrete is more dependent on the depth of ITZ than that of dry mortar in Fig 5 . This is because the coefficient a of water saturated ITZ due to higher proportion of water or ice in it is not equal to that of water saturated matrix. lee is most important in determining the value of the coefficient a of mortar because its bulk modulus is higher than that of a) water. This accounts for the great influence of ITZ depth, K and a on the thermal expansion coefficients of mortars and concretes.
Conclusions
I. Analytical methods for calculating the coefficient of thermal expansion of mortar have been developed.
2. The formulas (5) (6) (7) (8) and the analytical approaches to calculating the thermal expansion coefficient have been suggested which take into account mortar microstructure and its basic characteristics.
3. Analytical research has revealed that when the amount of aggregate is increased and the diameter of its components decreased, as well as when the depth and bulk modulus of an interfacial transit zone are increased, the influence of ITZ characteristics on the coefficient of thermal expansion of mortar or concrete is increased. 4 . It has been found that the value of ITZ thermal expansion coefficient largely depends on that of thermal expansion coefficient of mortar or concrete.
5. It has been demonstrated in what cases mortar or concrete may be approached either as two-component composite consisting of aggregate and matrix or as a three-component material, containing aggregate, matrix and an interfacial transition zone.
6. The thermal expansion coefficient of water-saturated mortar or concrete is largely dependent on the depth, bulk modulus and thermal expansion coefficient of the interfacial transition zone.
